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THE MOST EXCELLENT ORDER OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE

To be an Additional Member of the Military Division of the

said Most Excellent Order:-

Lieutenant William James Robert BOLT, Home Guard

Conspicuous courage and devotion to duty was displayed by Lieutenant Bolt

in the early morning of the 11th May 1941, when, during an enemy attack from the

air, a large bomb fell in the W.C.District of London and demolished several houses.

The aid of the Home Guard being requested, Lieutenant Bolt proceeded to the

scene and on investigation found that several people were still alive in a

collapsed basement. He burrowed a tunnel under the debris and managed to reach

a woman and two young men. With the aid of a Volunteer he managed to relieve

one of the trapped men and passed him through the tunnel to safety. Then he

turned his attention to the woman who had been pinned to a table by a heavy beam

lying across her shoulders. The only hope of freeing her was to saw through
the beam, but this involved the danger of the whole ceiling and superstructure

collapsing upon the rescuers. Nevertheless the risk was taken. Under conditions

of the greatest difficulty the beam was sawn through and prised up to relieve the

woman. Her legs were also freed and she was passed up to the street. Attention

was then given to the third victim who was pinned under rafters and masonry, but he

could only be partially freed, and the task of completing his extrication was

then handed over to the A.R.P. Rescue Party.

Throughout these operations Lieutenant Bolt was subject to three great

perils - collapse of the ceiling and masonry, while the beam was being sawn,

asphyxiation by gas which was freely escaping, and fire which broke out while the

rescue work was in progress.

THE GEORGE MEDAL

No. 1703207 Gunner Thomas SCULLY, Royal Regiment of Artillery.

Place of Birth - Liverpool.

Address of next of kin - Liverpool.

When high explosive bombs demolished a number of houses and people were

trapped under the wreckage, a police serjeant aided by a broken slate and the

faint light of a bicycle lamp, succeeded in reaching the trapped people after

tunnelling for more than fourteen yards in a gas laden atmosphere. The tunnel

was barely wideanough for one person to crawl through and there was a constant

danger of it collapsing and trapping the police serjeant.

After dragging out a man and a woman, who were removed to hospital, the

police serjeant again entered the tunnel and, when within a few feet of two other

people, was himself trapped by a sudden fall of debris.

Gunner Scully, who had been assisting the police serjeant by passing debris

out of the tunnel, went to the rear of the house and after removing a considerable

amount of rubble, managed to tunnel a way to, and eventually release the man, woman,

and the police serjeant, the latter being removed to hospital in a collapsed

condition.

Although almost exhausted. Gunner Scully stuck tenaciously to his task and

it was largely due to his efforts that three people were rescued alive.

/The undermentioned
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The undermentioned displayed conspicuous gallantry in carrying out

hazardous work in a very brave manner:-

No. 2068288 Company Quartermaster-Sergeant Peter Neville DENISON,

Corps of Royal Engineers.
Place of birth - Shanghai.

Address of next of kin: Shanghai.

No.4967723 Serjeant (Acting Company Serjeant-Major) Francis SMITH,

Corps of Royal Engineers.

Place of birth: Chesterfield.

Address of next of kin: Clapham, Beds.

THE BRITISH EMPIRE MEDAL (MILITARY DIVISION)

No. 1087414 Gunner David LANGTRY, Royal Regiment of Artillery.
Place of birth: Partick, Glasgow.

Address of next of kin: Riddrie, Glasgow.

On the 22nd June, 1941, when a fire broke out in a Depot, the military
fire brigade were on the scene within a few minutes.

Three large stacks of ammunition were burning and cartridges were

exploding in all directions. One stack was well alight and in danger of

exploding at any moment. Gunner Langtry, showing great courage, stood within

a few feet of this stack and played his hose on it until the flames were

extinguished. He thereby helped to save a very serious situation. Having
seen other stacks exploding he knew full well the danger to which he was

exposing himself.

No. 1903774- Sapper William Hugh REID, Corps of Royal Engineers,

Place of birth: Belfast.

Address of next of kin: Killyleach, Belfast.

No. 6976239 Fusilier William McMURRA
Y,

The Royal Irish Fusiliers

(Princess Victoria 's).
Place of birth: Belfast

Address of next of kin: Belfast.

and

No. S/151972 Private William ROSSON, Royal Army Service Corps.
Place of birth: Belfast.

Address of next of kin: Belfast.

During the air raid on Belfast on the night of the 15th/16th April, 1941,
the abovenamed three soldiers showed conspicuous bravery when, in company
with a Serjeant of the Royal Ulster Constabulary, they entered a bombed

building and rescued four persons who were coupletely buried under the ruins.

Heavy bombing was taking place during rescue operations and there was a
considerable risk of the rescuers being trapped under falling debris. It is

certain that, but for the gallantry displayed by these four soldiers, the four

trapped persons would have lost their lives.

No. 4806722 Private Ronald Charles FOSTER, the Lincolnshire Regiment.
Place of birth: Friston, Suffolk.

Address of next of kin: Histon, Cambs.

- and -

No. 4809235 Private George Isaac Charles PERRY, The Lincolnshire Regiment.
Place of birth: Fulham, London.

Address of next of kin: London.

On the/
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On the 3rd July, 1941, an aircraft crashed on the Lincoln-Burton

road near South Carlton, bursting into flames immediately after striking

the ground.

Privates Foster and Perry, who were motoring along the main road at

the time, immediately left their car and went to the burning wreckage and

lifted the pilot out of the cockpit and dragged him clear of the flames,

thereby saving his life. They then attempted to extricate the Wireless

Operator/Air Gunner who was trapped in the wreckage, but by this time

the oxygen bottles and ammunition were bursting all around them and the

heat of the flames prevented them from reaching him and he was unfortunately

burned to death. There is no doubt that by their cool courage and their

complete disregard for their own personal safety they were responsible

for saving the life of the pilot from a burning aircraft, the petrol

tanks of which were likely to explode at any moment.

THE BRITISH EMPIRE MEDAL (MILITARY DIVISION).

No. 5506341 Private John Ernest MATKIN, The Hampshire Regiment.

Place of birth: Sheffield.

Address of next of kin: Southsea.

On the 19th March, 19 41,
Private Matkin was one of a rescue party

who went to assist on hearing that a squad of Sappers of the Royal Engineers
had encountered gas.

On arriving at the site, two men were lying unconscious on the surface,
others suffering from the effect of gas poisoning and a third lying in a

crater. Private Matkin immediately volunteered to attempt the rescue of the

Sapper in the crater, he descended into the crater, tied a rope round the

unconscious man and assisted him to the surface where he died shortly afterwards.

Private Matkin on reaching the surface suffered from the effects of carbon

monoxide poisoning.

Private Matkin displayed gallantry, selfless devotion to duty and

disregard of his own personal safety of an exceptionally high order,

particularly as he knew that his service respirator was of no protection
whatever against the gas in the crater.

No. 4972159 Serjeant John Benjamin Shaw BARLOW,
The Sherwood Foresters (Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Regiment).

Place of Birth: Hathern, Loughborough.

Address of next of kin: Bre edon-on-t he-Hill.

Whilst commanding a Section during a Field Firing Exercise on the 10th

June, 19
41,

Serjeant Barlow noticed that a live grenade, inaccurately thrown

by one of his men, had fallen short of the target, about three yards from

some members of his Section. There was insufficient time to withdraw his

men, so Serjeant Barlow, who was in no danger from the explosion, ran forward,

picked up the grenade and threw it away. It exploded, almost immediately

afterwards. His action undoubtedly prevented a serious accident.

No. 7598819 Corporal Joseph Albert TURNER, Royal Army Ordnance

Corps.

Place of Birth: Willenhall, Staffs.

Address of next of kin: Willenhall, Staffs.

On a night in May, 19 41, enemy aircraft attacked and bombed the town of

Pembroke. Corporal Turner was in charge of a party working amidst the ruins of

a demolished hotel rescuing people who had been trapped. In spite of the fact

that bombs were still falling in the area, the party continued to work although

exposing themselves to great danger. Corporal Turner, by his inspiring work set

a fine example to the rest of his squad, and by his courageous actions, his men

were prepared to follow him without hesitations. By this effort, he was instrumental

in saving the lives of many persons who were in danger. /Cont'd.
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THE BRITISH EMPIRE MEDAL (MILITARY DIVISION) (Continued)

Volunteer Fred NICHOLLS, Home Guard.

Place of birth: Battersea, London.

Address of next of kin: London.

Great personal courage and devotion to duty in the face of grave perils was

displayed by Volunteer Nicholls in the early morning of the 11th May, 1941, when,
during an enemy attack from the air, a large bomb demolished several houses in the

W.C. District of London. The aid of the Home Guard being requested, a volunteer

of slender build was called for to crawl through a tunnel burrowed in a mass of

debris, to the interior of a collapsed basement where several people were trapped,
Volunteer Nicholls at once offered to go, taking with him a saw asked for by the

Home Guard officer, who had already secured an entry to the basement, Acting under

the instruction of this officer. Volunteer Nicholls sawed through a heavy beam which

had pinned down a woman. He did so despite the fact that his action threatened to

bring the ceiling and whole superstructure down on top of him. Having sawn through
the beam he helped to release the woman and to pass her out to the street. He then

helped in rescue operations of a boy who had been trapped under rafters and masonry.

Throughout these operations Volunteer Nicholls ran the risk of being crushed

by falling masonry, asphyxiation by gas which was escaping freely, and fire which

broke out before the rescue operations were completed.

THE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE ORDER

Second-Lieutenant Bertram Francis Hamilton Grimley (141761),
Extra Regimentally Employed List.

On 29th May, 1941, during the advance to Baghdad, the leading troops were held

up in front of a canal about ten miles from Baghdad. The only means of crossing
this canal was a partially destroyed bridge and the opposite bank was strongly
defended with well-concealed machine guns. After several unsuccessful attempts had

been made to force a crossing 2nd Lt. Grimley was ordered to rush his platoon across

the bridge into the centre of the enemy’s positions; this he did with such dash and

determination that a bridgehead was established and the enemy withdrew without

offering further resistance.

On the next day he was crossing the canal with his servant by an improvised

ferry when the man, who was carrying full equipment and rifle, fell in; 2nd Lt.

Grimley immediately jumped in and rescued him, later salvaging his rifle.

Finally, 2nd Lt, Grimley played a great part in the capture of Palmyra. The

key to the whole defensive position there was an old chateau perched on the top of a

precipitous rock rising 500 feet sheer from the plain and it was decided that the

capture of this strong point was to be the first stop in the operation. On the

night of 28th/29th June he led a small reconnaissance party to see if the

chateau was occupied, moving some four miles by night within range of the enemy’s

fire; 2nd Lt. Grimley took his patrol half way up the hill and then went on alone.

He noted the defensive positions of the enemy without revealing his own presence and

on the following night led a fighting patrol against them; the enemy was taken by

surprise and the chateau captured without a single casualty.

BAR TO THE MILITARY CROSS

Lieutenant Eric Francis Garland, M.C.,
The York and Lancaster Regiment.

Throughout the action on the Latani river (Syria) this officer displayed cool

and clear-headed leadership and complete disregard for his own safety. He was the

first to cross the river and himself led the party which cut the enemy wire on the

far side of the river under heavy fire. On one occasion by deliberately exposing

himself he drew the fire of a sniper who was inflicting severe casualties; when he

had located the enemy's position he manned one of his Bren guns and shot the sniper.

Lt. Garland also put out of action a 75 gun, which was covering the river, by

accurate fire from an anti-tank gun. /Continued
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THE MILITARY CROSS

Captain Arthur Elton BLAMEY,
South African Forces.

During the advance at Dadaba on 13th May Captain Blamey's Company came

under fire from enemy light tanks. With complete disregard for his own

safety Captain Blamey led the assault on them; jumping on one he deflected

its guns from his own men and when thrown off the tank he gallantly continued

to engage the crew with his revolver, until he killed the driver. As a

result of his conspicuous leadership three of the tanks were captured.

Captain Philip William Gladstone POPE,

Royal Regiment of Artillery.

This officer took over command of his Battery when the Battery Commander

was reported missing on 19th June. On the following morning a carrier

attack was made against Mezze, supported by one Troop firing over open

sights; Captain Pope himself took the guns forward under very heavy machine gun
and anti-tank gun fire.

During the evening a similar attack was made at point-blank range;

this time the entire Battery supported the attack, the guns being hounded

forward Troop by Troop until they were within 400 yards of the edge of the

village. Captain Pope's energetic leadership and personal courage during
both these attacks, and throughout the whole operations, set a fine

example to his Battery, which behaved in exemplary fashion when subjected
to fire from small arms from front and flank and from tanks in the village.

THE DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT MEDAL

No. QX.2047 Serjeant Neil Hamilton RUSSELL,

Australian Military Forces.

On the night of 11/12 July this N.C.O. was in command of a fighting

patrol which co-operated with other infantry detachments in a raid on the

enemy, who was established in earthworks two miles from the perimeter of

the Tobruk defences. The position was protected in front by rows of booby

traps and vehicle mines.

Sjt. Russell led his patrol to the assault in a particularly cool and

efficient manner, passing without hesitation through the minefield and

penetrating the enemy position. At this stage he sustained wounds from

booby traps, but continued in action and closed with the enemy; in the

subsequent fighting he was again wounded by grenade splinters but continued

to deal vigorously with the enemy, inflicting casualties and taking prisoners.

When the signal to withdraw was given he extricated his patrol, but

on learning that one man had been severely wounded and was missing he

immediately returned, although under heavy machine gun fire from the flanks,

with a stretcher bearer. The wounded man was found and although almost

beyond aid was given assistance; only when the stretcher bearer had been

mortally wounded did Russell give up the attempt to move the wounded man

to safely.

His leadership, devotion to duty and indifference to danger were

an example to all and contributed in a large degree to the success of the

raid.

(Contd.)
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THE MILITARY MEDAL

No. 2569449 Trooper William Henry BLAKE

Royal Armoured Corps (Hussars).

(Home town: Malmesbury, Wilts. Born: Bassett, Southampton).

Tpr. Blake was driving a Breda gun car with his Troop from Sheferzen on

26th June when they were attacked by three Me.l09s. The first attack was aimed

at the Breda gun car and Tpr. Blake was seriously wounded; although in great pain
he assured the car commander that he was all right and continued to drive the car,
manoeuvring for position to engage the plane, for about seven minutes, until his

legs could no longer operate the pedals and he fainted. The plane was forced to

stand off and did not make another attack. Tpr. Blake's gallant conduct probably
saved the lives of the other members of the car's crew.

No. 2928577 Lance-Serjeant Robert DAVIDSON,
The Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders.

(Home town: Straiton, Midlothian Born: Edinburgh).

This N.C.O. has continually displayed great courage and leadership and at

Halfaya Pass on 17th June his gallantry and initiative were outstanding. He had

taken over command of the platoon when, an hour and a half before the withdrawal

was due to take place, the battalion was heavily attacked by a large number of

A.F.Vs and motorised infantry. L/Sjt. Davidson displayed the highest qualities

of courage and leadership in rallying his already exhausted men, with the result

that the position was successfully held until the withdrawal was due to take place.

No. 4487 Private John Morris HACKLAND

South African Forces.

During the attack on Gelib on 22nd February the section to which Pte. Hackland

belonged was moving down a side road when it was heavily fired on at close range

by rifles and machine guns. The Bren gunner was hit almost at once and this

soldier immediately ran forward some 15 yards under heavy fire and mounting the

Bren on a tree stump engaged the enemy with accurate fire. The tree stump and

the bipod legs of the gun were repeatedly hit but he maintained the gun in action

until the withdrawal of the section was successfully completed. During the with-

drawal the section lorry became stuck while turning and had to be pushed out, and

it was only through Pte. Hackland's prompt and resolute action that it was

extricated in time.

No. NX.4545 Corporal James Copeman,
Australian Military Forces.

On 22nd June the section commanded by this N.C.O. came under fire from an

enemy medium tank advancing down the Damascus-Beirut road; as the section’s

position was threatened Cpl. Copeman armed himself with hand grenades and two 2"

mortar bombs and waded across a canal under the tank’s fire. Taking cover under

a low bank he then attempted to destroy the tank by throwing his mortar bombs,
but without effect; he took a pistol from a dead enemy soldier and by continually

firing at the slits in the tank compelled it to withdraw. This N.C.O.'s courage

and resource were a splendid example to his men and in addition caused the withdrawal

of a striking force which was a considerable menace to the troops on his flank of

the battalion.

/No.294613
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THE MILITARY MEDAL

No. 294613 Trooper Frederick Albert REEVE,
The Life Guards,

(Home Town: Slough, Bucks. Born: Farnborough, Hants).

Tpr. Reeve displayed great gallantry at Palmyra on 22nd June when his

Squadron was attacked and machine gunned by low-flying aircraft. During
a succession of these attacks throughout the afternoon he maintained his

Hotchkiss gun in action and engaged every plane that attacked the

squadron. Finally an aircraft dived directly at him and set fire to the

truck beside which his gun was in action; although under heavy fire

himself Tpr. Reeve kept up his fire throughout the attack and brought the

plane down.

THE INDIAN DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL

No. 5144 Lance-Daffadar Kapur SINGH,

Indian Armoured Corps,

No.5272 Sowar Yad RAM,
Indian Armoured Corps.

During the operations for the capture of Sollum on 17th June this

N.C.O's Section was ordered to patrol forward and make contact with the

enemy. During the advance the other carrier in his section was blown up

by a mine. Under considerable fire Kapur Singh carried on his patrol

alone, gained contact with the enemy and located the disposition of the

enemy. He then returned to the wrecked carrier where he saw two of the

crew badly wounded, and one killed. Without thought for their own

safety, Kapur Singh and his gunner Sower Yad Ram jumped out of their

carrier to extricate the wounded men from the wreckage. Throughout this

time they could only occasionally be seen through the smother of dust and

smoke thrown up around them as an enemy battery from the Halfaya area came

down on them with deadly accuracy. In addition they were subjected to

intense local light machine gun and anti-tank gun fire from a range of

500 yards. Lance-Daffadar Kapur Singh's carrier was repeatedly hit and

his driver severely wounded. His Troop Leader seeing his predicament
sent a third carrier to his assistance. As it approached the driver Sowar

Ram Sarup was badly wounded. The fire was now so great that placing one of

the wounded in the third carrier Kapur Singh ordered it away as it was

almost certain to become a casualty. He and Sowar Yad Ram then returned

to the remaining wounded, and with the greatest coolness placed them in

their own carrier. As there was not room for all the wounded actually inside

the carrier Lance-Daffadar Kapur Singh placed the driver on the front and

remaining outside himself shielded him with his own body. Sowar Yad Ram

then drove the carrier to safety behind the Troop Position.

In this action Lance-Daffadar Kapur Singh displayed those qualities
which are in keeping with the highest traditions of the service. He

showed singular devotion to duty by carrying out the patrol to its conclusion

in other words he completed his task. By his cool leadership and display
of outstanding courage he extricated the wounded in the face of intense

enemy fire without a single thought for his own safety. In all this he

was skilfully assisted by his gunner Sowar Yad RAM who throughout

displayed the utmost coolness under fire.

WAR OFFICE
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